separated from each other. All the hyperons modify mean field potential due to strong hyperonnucleon coupling. Addition of a single charged hyperon in normal nuclei affects the entire proton drip line more prominently than that by neutral hyperon. The neutral hyperonic effect on proton dripline is significant for lighter nuclei than for heavier ones whereas both the charged as well as neutral hyperons affect almost the entire neutron dripline.
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INTRODUCTION
Current nuclear physics is focussed on exploring fundamental interaction between nucleon and hyperon ( ) Y and basic properties of the hadronic system [1, 2] . The worldwide activity in doing many sophisticated experiments [3, 4, 5, 6 ] in these interdisciplinary fields shows the strong scientific interest in exploring the hypernuclear properties. The nuclear dynamics has been predicted [7] to evolve from mean-field dominance to a new kind of correlation dynamics at the neutron and proton driplines. At extreme neutron to proton ratios short-range correlations do not strictly follow the properties of single particle moving in a static mean field potential. Its effects have far reaching consequences in case of exotic nuclei as well as hypernuclear domain. The strong -Y Y attractive interaction is useful to explain the phase transition in the interior of the compact stars like strange quark stars, hybrid stars, hypercompact hyperon stars etc. composed of the strongly interacting densest matter in the universe undergoing the deconfinement phase transition [8, 9] . Therefore it is interesting to study the change of dripline nuclei due to the addition of various hyperon(s) inside the core of normal nuclei which sheds some light on the interactions among hadrons and their internal quark structure in a phenomenological way. The total nuclear binding energy of any nuclei plays significant role in determining the degree of nuclear stability and hence it can be used to examine the single nucleon binding near the dripline region for all nuclei. The semi empirical mass formula proposed by Bethe-Weizsäacker was extended for light nuclei (BWM) [10] and the more generalised version (BWMH) applicable for both strange and nonstrange nuclei was developed recently [11] . This mass formula (BWMH) based on the extended liquid drop model has been used to calculate the neutron (Sn) and proton (Sp) separation energies of both the normal and hypernuclei containing charged or neutral hyperon(s). BWMH matches the available experimental data [3, 4] for the hyperon separation energies. Using this formula the neutron (Sn) and proton (Sp) separation energies of all normal nuclei and hypernuclei containing the proton dripline shrinks and the corresponding gap between the stability line and neutron dripline expands with respect to normal dripline. On the other hand, the proton dripline goes away with the simultaneous shifting of neutron dripline towards stability line when net charge effect is taken into account in the symmetry term for the hypernuclei containing negatively charged hyperon (e.g; -Ξ ). Both the neutron and proton drip lines go away from the stability line for the hypernuclei containing neutral hyperon(s) (e.g; , Λ ΛΛ ) and the effect becomes more prominent in case of double Λ-hypernuclei. Since the mean field gets modified according to the type of hyperon inside the normal nuclear core, the values of nucleon binding (e.g; Sp and Sn) are different for various hypernuclei.
STRANGENESS DEPENDENT LIQUID DROP MODEL AND NUCLEAR STABILITY
On the basis of the liquid drop model a generalised mass formula (BWMH) for both strange and non-strange nuclei was prescribed [11] . The BWMH explicitly includes the strangeness and a SU(6) symmetry breaking mass term for hyperon(s) confined inside the hypernuclei. The total binding energy of any hypernuclei of total mass number A and net charge Z containing any type of charged or neutral hyperon(s) is given as ( ) 
where as the (N, Z c ) combination is even-even, whereas, for non-strange normal 17 O nucleus δ = 0 for odd-even combination of neutrons and protons.
Nuclear stability is controlled through the competition between the attractive nucleon-nucleon strong forces and the repulsive Coulomb forces. To study the hyperonic effect on the nuclear binding of the nuclei at the dripline it is necessary to study the single neutron (Sn) and single proton separation energies (Sp) for all isotopes of each element using BWMH. The comparison of the normal nuclear dripline with the hypernuclear dripline illustrates the effect of the changed nuclear dynamics at the dripline. The separation energies (Sn) and (Sp) from the hypernuclei containing any hyperon ( 
where ( )
is the binding energy of a hypernucleus with a hyperon(s)
inside with A and Z being the total mass number and net charge number respectively. Their respective binding energies provide necessary guidelines for studying the nuclear stability near the driplines against decay by emission of protons or neutrons. The neutron dripline is defined as the last bound neutron rich nuclei beyond which the neutron separation energy changes sign and becomes negative. Additions of one neutron to the neutron drip nuclei makes the system unbound with negative single neutron binding energy (Figs. 1-3) . Similarly the proton dripline nucleus is defined as the last bound neutron deficient nucleus beyond which the proton separation energy becomes negative.
NEUTRAL AND CHARGED HYPERONIC EFFECTS ON THE DRIPLINE NUCLEI
Starting from dripline for normal nuclei total seven driplines are listed (Tables 1-7) and to demonstrate the charged hyperonic effect on the driplines Table 8 Table 8 has been done using eqn.(2) keeping proton number in symmetry term.
From the Table 2 containing the driplines of Λ-hypernuclei, it is seen that Λ-hyperonic [14] effects are more prominent on the neutron dripline in comparison to respective proton dripline. The proton dripline of single Λ-hypernuclei are shifted only for few light nuclei (e.g; Li, N, O, Mg, As, Kr and Nb.) and as the number of nucleon increases the dripline merges to normal proton dripline due to the weak Λ-nucleon [15] coupling effect on static mean field potential. Some normal neutron drip nuclei like Z c = 10, N = 22, Z c = 61, N = 146 change to Z c = 10, N = 24 and Z c = 61, N = 148 respectively due to the addition of single Λ to the core so that the neutron dripline of Λ-hypernuclei goes more away from the stability line. Similar picture emerges from Table 3 for the proton and neutron dripline of ΛΛ-hypernuclei. In this case relatively larger effect on proton and neutron dripline nuclei occurs due to the enhanced hyperon-nucleon coupling effect. The proton drip line for ΛΛ-hypernuclei moves away from the stability line for the light and medium heavy nuclei (e.g; Z c =4 to 8, 10, 12, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 33, 36, 41, 42, 52, 71 etc.). The neutron dripline of double Λ-hypernuclei are shifted more prominently for almost all nuclei from light to heavy in comparison to the normal A charged liquid drop [16] consisting of fermions (like nucleons and hyperons) can be considered as a weakly interacting Fermi gas due to the large mean free path (almost equals nuclear radius) of a nucleon moving inside the nucleus and occupation of the single particle orbitals in the a simple mean field potential are restricted by the Pauli blocking [17] . The binding energy of the baryonic system will be maximum when nucleons and hyperons occupy the lowest possible orbitals favouring equal number of charged and neutral baryons. For hypernuclei containing charged hyperon(s) net charge (Z) instead of proton number Z c should be equal to neutron number (i.e; Z=N=A/2) to get the maximum stability from the symmetric distribution. Any other asymmetric distribution like / 2 -, / 2 Z A N A = η = +η will lift the Fermions from the occupied into empty orbitals giving rise to the loss of symmetry energy. Thus addition of charged hyperon modify the occupancy of twofold spin-degenerate proton energy levels and changes the contribution of symmetry energy to the net nuclear binding significantly. The symmetry term [18] plays very significant role in determining the nucleon binding of the charged hypernuclei. The effect of using proton number and net charge on the dripline and the nucleon binding of Figs. 2(a,b), 3(a,b) respectively. The Sn vs. N plot of hypernuclei follow the core nuclei if we take proton number in symmetry term whereas it follows the nucleon binding pattern of net charge element if net charge is used in symmetry term. In Fig. 3c it is shown that (Li core + + Θ )-hypernuclei behaves as normal Be element using net charge in symmetry term whereas it behaves like its core element (Li) if only proton number is there in the symmetry term of BWMH.
Binding energy of a nucleus is known to depend on the neutron-proton asymmetry. Presence of a charged hyperon inside a normal nucleus may alter the symmetry energy. To investigate its possible consequences, proton number of the symmetry term is replaced by the net charge of the respective hypernuclei and the resultant effects on the dripline nuclei are tabulated in Tables 5 and 7 . In case of negatively charged hyperon (e.g; -Ξ ) inside the hypernuclei, net charge in symmetry term of BWMH makes the proton dripline move further away at the expense of bringing the neutron dripline closer to the stability line. The neutron dripline comes closer towards the β-stability line particularly for medium heavy to heavy nuclei by two nucleon shift relative to normal dripline whereas corresponding proton dripline goes away from it appreciably by one nucleon shift for light hypernuclei and two or three nucleon shift for heavier hypernuclei. For example one can compare between Table 1, Table 4 and Table 5 This effect is more prominent in the heavier nuclei and the deviation from normal proton dripline becomes more distinct in the heavy element regions. On the contrary, the entire neutron dripline nuclei encounter two or four nucleons shifts and move the neutron dripline away from the stability line.
One can see from Table 1 and Table 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In summary, a generalised strangeness dependent liquid drop model (BWMH) is used to calculate the nucleonic binding of both normal and strange ( -, , ,
Since the character of the mean field potential changes at the region of extreme neutron to proton ratios, it is important to study the effect of hyperons captured inside the normal core both near the stability line as well as near the driplines. A thorough study of the effects of charged and neutral hyperons on the dripline nuclei has been carried out. It is found that the charged hyperons shift the neutron and proton driplines away from the stability line both in one direction depending on the hyperon charge. The neutral hyperons ( , Λ ΛΛ )
shift their neutron and proton drip lines away from the stability line making the region of bound nuclei wider. The proton drip lines are however not much affected, except for few light nuclei by the addition of single Λ. For ΛΛ nuclei also proton drip line is affected mainly for light and medium heavy nuclei where it moves away from the stability line. Interestingly, in strange hypernuclei, not only the dripline positions, but also their detailed structure differs from the driplines of normal nuclei. This happens as the net charge in addition to the mass and the strangeness of the hypernuclei produces significant effects on their binding energies. effectively neutralizes the charge of a proton instead of adding to it. The S n vs. N plot of hypernuclei follow the core nuclei if we take proton number in symmetry term whereas, it follows the nucleon binding pattern of net charge element if net charge (instead of the proton number) is used in the symmetry term. As the charged hyperons modify the proton energy levels of a weakly interacting Fermi gas, the symmetry energy plays important role in determining the binding of nucleons at the driplines. This is probably the reason that the reverse effects of oppositely charged hyperons on shifting the dripline becomes more prominent if effective charge instead of proton number is used in the symmetry energy. The modification of dripline thus points at the possible evolution of nuclear dynamics from static mean field dominance to a bound quantum system which can be described as a nucleon-nucleon mean field with additional strangeness-and hyperon mass dependence arising from the hyperon-nucleon interaction. More sophisticated experiments using radioactive ion beam (RIB) and theoretical studies on microscopic footing are necessary to explore the normal as well as these strange hypernuclei to reveal the binding and structure of these weakly bound systems near the neutron and proton driplines.
